Intentional seizure interruption may decrease the seizure frequency in drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy.
We investigated the nature of preictal subjective phenomena and whether they had any effect on the seizure frequency in 95 adult patients with medial temporal lobe epilepsy. Seventy-three (77%) patients indicated that they experienced seizure-provoking factors. Ten patients (11%) had prodromas independent of auras, while auras occurred in 89%. Forty-four patients (46%) reported that that they had tried to stop their seizures in the presence of prodroma or aura and this action had resulted in success at least once. Twenty-one patients (22%) regularly tried to stop their seizures because this effort was often successful according to their interpretation. Patients who reported that they could frequently inhibit their seizures had 1.8 +/- 1.6 seizures/month, a significantly lower mean seizure frequency than those 74 patients who did not do it regularly (4.6 +/- 4.8 seizures/month, P<0.001). Patients who reported regular experience in inhibiting intentionally their seizures more often had affective (P=0.05) and vertiginous auras (P<0.01) as well as isolated auras (P<0.05). Patients who experienced provoking factors showed the same seizure frequency as those who did not. Our results suggest that intentional seizure inhibition had an impact on the severity of drug-resistant epilepsy.